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P2Pvalue Consortium

Project objectives
●

Development of a software platform
○

Understand, experiment with, design and build a collective intelligence techno-social
federated collaborative platform that will foster the sustainability of communities of
collaborative production.

○

Deploy several customised nodes of the federated platform in which real-world
communities will interact, participate, and collaboratively create content.

●

Theory and Policy
○

Develop CBPP theory, based on multidisciplinary and multi-method research on CBPP,
and determine the factors for success, productivity, and resilience in communities
(“best practices”).

○

Develop a set of value metrics and reward mechanisms that incentivise the
participation of citizens in CBPP.

○

Simulate the new sustainability models proposed, showing how robust they are in the
face of diverse community conditions.

○

Verify the compatibility of the proposed models with innovation policies

and

provide a series of policy recommendations for public administrations to encourage
CBPP-driven social innovation.
●

Data and Resources
○

Provide

a directory of existing CBPP communities, together with their main

characteristics.
○

Maintain an open web-based CBPP archive, with the collected data-sets,
surveys, reports, Open Educational Resources and open-access publications, freely
available to other researchers and third-parties under an open copyleft license. This
includes a project public repository with all code available as free/open source
.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable introduces the outcomes of the design and implementation of the P2Pvalue platform
and references to the assets produced are provided in the following categories:

● Platform Design
: assets regarding the design -ideation and conceptualization- of the platform.
● Platform Software
: developed software assets comprising the whole P2Pvalue platform.
● Platform Infrastructure
: resources and assets to support the public service of the P2Pvalue
platform on internet as well as the development and coordination with users and stakeholders.
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Introduction
To design a new product or service is always a challenging task. Moreover when it must
become an actual breakthrough for actual users and to converge goals from multiple contexts.
Innovation techniques has appeared during past years to help on handling such complex
scenarios. In particular, Design Thinking has become the most important tool and a philosophy
in some way for innovation, putting the user in the spotlight of design.
Also, software development methodologies have converged with product development ones in
new Lean methodologies and techniques.
The P2Pvalue project has taken both approaches to design and to develop a new
Collaborative Platform for Commonsbased peer production communities.
During the first year of the P2Pvalue project, these techniques were used in order to discover
user needs and to experiment solutions in an agile way, developing and testing prototypes of
the platform with users in short cycles. In parallel, technology foundations were put in place with
the generalization of the Apache Wave technology.
In this second year, the project has followed the same methodology and techniques to came up
with the concept and beta implementation of the P2Pvalue Platform.
In this document, outcomes of the design and implementation of the P2Pvalue platform are
introduced and references to produced assets are provided in three categories:
●

Platform Design
: assets regarding the design ideation and conceptualization of the
platform.

●

Platform Software: 
developed 
software assets comprising the whole P2Pvalue
platform.

●

Platform Infrastructure: 
resources and assets to support the public service of the
P2Pvalue platform on internet as well as the development and coordination with users
and stakeholders.

Hyperlinks to these assets are provided by 
QR codes
to easily access them without typing.
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Platform Design
The design of the P2Pvalue platform during the first two years of the project has been based on
a large set of research results. Them can be reviewed in following project deliverables1 :
●
●
●
●
●
●

D1.1 CBPP database.
D1.2 Theoretical synthesis.
D1.3 Guidelines on design settings.
D2.1 Viability of guidelines.
D2.2 Technical features of P2PValue platform (developed in parallel with this work).
D3.2 Report on the Software Foundations: Adaptations, Design & Development.

Starting from these results, additional steps have been performed to come up with the final
concept of the P2Pvalue Beta Platform during this second year of work. These steps and the
outcomes are introduced below:

Identifying Value Propositions
A value propositions is a feature (or a set of them), solving a specific user need or issue. The
identification and design of value propositions is a non formal creative process that takes the
results of the user’s research as an input.
In our case the Value Proposition Canvas2 technique was used. It helps to find out value
propositions matching three key elements of a product or service:
●
●
●

User segments: distribution of participation by groups according to the power law3 (also
known as the 9091 rule).
Customer jobs: identified needs, problems or issues to resolve for each user segment,
based on data collected during ethnographic research.
Pains and gains: additional details that a user would like to have or to avoid when she
solves the need or problem.

The technique visualises all these elements in a single canvas helping designers to think of
solutions to match then.

P2Pvalue Project Deliverables. 
http://p2pvalue.eu/resources/projectdeliverables
The Value Proposition Canvas. Strategyzer AG. 
https://strategyzer.com
3
Nielsen, Jakob (2006) "The 9091 Rule for Participation Inequality in Social Media and Online
Communities". 
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/participationinequality/
1
2
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Value Proposition Canvas
The initial list of value propositions for the P2Pvalue
platform were identified during the development of this
canvas (see Figure 2.1).

http://is.gd/mfRpSV

Figure 2.1 The value proposition canvas initially developed.

Value proposition exploration
After the identification of initial value propositions, some of them were chosen to perform a
deeper analysis. Experiments were carried out in order to explore different points of view with
testbed communities and informal collaborators. The table below provides a brief description of
the value propositions chosen:
Work groups Value Proposition
It explored the needs of people working in a specific topic
or objective. For example, sharing group outcomes with the
rest of the community, allowing personal communication in
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the group or sharing group outcomes in an homogeneous
and clear way.

http://is.gd/JWvXhI
Thanks Value Proposition
It explored the impact on users of receiving thanks for doing
work and helping others.

http://is.gd/taR03a
Learning Tasks Value Proposition
It explored how new participants can approach the
community when learning opportunities are introduced to
them before any other community information. A
highfidelity mockup was developed
(
http://invis.io/SZ2MKC3M3
). See Figure 2.2
http://is.gd/DTeBRg
Recurrent Tasks Value Proposition
One of the goals was to identify if recurrent tasks of the
community (e.g.: daily, weekly or monthly) were a concern
and how they were managed. In order to research this, a
set of interviews were carried out in testbed communities
and others local communities.
http://is.gd/GDpZoW
Participants Testimonies Value Proposition
It explored if newcomers were more likely to step in the
community after seeing testimonies from current
participants. A small prototype was developed and
introduced to some newcomers from different communities.
http://is.gd/hXCpBk
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Community Dashboard Value Proposition
It explored how communities were aware of their status and
maturity. A small interactive prototype was developed and
tested with communities.

http://is.gd/kFnrbD

Figure 2.2 Screenshots from the “Learning Tasks” Value Proposition mockup.

Ideation Workshops
As part of the Design Thinking process, some workshops were performed to help on the
identification of new value propositions and the conceptualization of the platform (see figure
2.3). The input of them were the analysis of previous value propositions, and the development
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of 
Personas4 
archetypes. A 
Personas is a common design tool to describe key users of a
product or a service. It summarises a role describing an imaginary character.
Sessions were performed in collaboration with the coworking space 
Input Hub Madrid
(
http://madrid.impacthub.net
),
the
communication
company
La

Manada
(
http://www.lamanada.es
), and some participants with experience in collaborative communities
and peer to peer collaboration, such as 
LaboDemo
(
http://labodemo.net
).

Personas
The P2Pvalue Personas.

http://is.gd/huSRqQ
Workshop notes
Written notes of all the sessions are available, including the
list of conclusions and ideas collected.

http://is.gd/IdQ8j6

4

Personas, user experience. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persona_%28user_experience%29
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Figure 2.3 List of some Value Propositions devised and voted during an ideation workshop.

The P2Pvalue Platform concept: Crowd Doing
The platform’s concept has been tentatively named 
Crowd Doing.It aims to comply with three
types of requirements:
●
●
●

DoW commitments (communication, collaboration, value metrics, rewards).
Flexibility, supporting different types of communities and functional scope.
Based on actual users & community needs.

In addition to these meta objectives, the concept tackles the main need of each of the
community roles, according to the powerlaw segmentation:
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●

Users in the 90% group (consumers)
○ Checking if she is aligned to the principles/values/aims of the community.
○ Exploring what is happening and what is consumed.
○ Helping meeting new people and matching profiles.

●

Users in the 9% group (contributors)
○ To help others, to lead initiatives (e.g. perform modifications, make progress,
etc.).
○ To get recognition from others.

●

Users in the 1% group (core users)
○ To support community sustainability.
○ To delegate and share responsibilities.
○ To assess the community by knowing what is happening.

Firstly, “Crowd Doing”, the key concept in the platform, tackles the issues of the 90%’s role
inspired by the idea of 
crowdfunding.It does so by providing community support and by linking
the community needs to potential users, as well as by highlighting the work pending to be done.
In this way, a bidirectional flow is implemented:
●
●

From initiatives to the rest of the community: displaying its needs.
From community to the initiatives, expressing support: what people wants and expects
from the community.

It is also a collaborative filter of initiatives, allowing to build an unified vision for the community.
Finally, it is an easy and encouraging way to start participating in the community.
The “initiative” term is used here as a liquid concept. This concept refers to several types of
entities:
● Projects: referring to a collective effort with a clear purpose, schedule and tasks, but in
which resources might not have been allocated yet.
● Initiatives: referring to a set of ideas already supported by the community, but which has
not been defined as a project yet.
● Proposals: referring to a blurred set of ideas under discussion. They could come from
any user who wants support or feedback.
Secondly, the platforms provides a collaboration workspace for each initiative. It provides a
collaborative realtime editing tool, like an Etherpad5 or Google Drive Document. These are
“living” documents, in which special types of contents could be deployed (widgets), hence
allowing to extend the platform's functionalities.
5

Etherpad is a highly customizable Open Source online editor providing collaborative editing in really
realtime. 
http://etherpad.org/
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Finally, the platform should provide a dashboard for participation and progress. In this way, the
1%’s role users could assess the progress of the community, by taking decisions about where
help is needed or when to delegate. Although this is a feature typically intended for the1%’s
role, it could also benefit the rest of the participants, by making them aware of the community’s
status. Nevertheless, this is a section of the platform in which the focus was not placed during
this stage. It will be defined and developed accordingly to the evolution of the use of the
platform during forthcoming stages.
The table below summarises the assets generated during the conceptualization of the P2Pvalue
platform.
Crowd Doing app concept  work sessions
Notes from internal meetings where first platform’s UI
design was developed.

http://is.gd/eBfMKX
Crowd Doing app  low fidelity mockup
UI Layout and navigation mockups.

http://is.gd/3D4PgM
Crowd Doing app  high fidelity mockup
Interactive app mockup. See figure 2.4

https://invis.io/A347QFQF4
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Figure 2.4 Screenshot from the hifi mockup of the Crowd Doing app concept.
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Platform Software
In this section, the main software components of the P2Pvalue platform are introduced:
●
●
●

SwellRT:
a realtime collaborative framework developed as the core backend of the
platform.
Pear2Pear
: the webresponsive and mobile friendly application. It provides the frontend
for users.
AngularSwellRT: 
a reusable component to ease the integration of SwellRT with the
Pear2Pear app and other AngularJS6 apps.

Additionally, the software components employed for packaging and deployment of the previous
components are introduced as well:
●
●

GulpDockerSwellRT
: scripts for docker instances generation.
Docker instances: 
packaging of the components.

All software assets are publicly available in the GitHub repository of the P2Pvalue project.
Component’s licenses are declared separately in each subrepository.
P2Pvalue GitHub Repository

https://github.com/P2Pvalue

The agile development process is mainly managed with notes from each sprint meeting
(planning/review meetings), as well as with software issues tracked in the GitHub issue trackers.

6

AngularJS, Superheroic JavaScript MVW Framework. 
https://angularjs.org/
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Sprint plan and review meetings notes

http://is.gd/TP6qq6

SwellRT Framework

Figure 3.1 The SwellRT logo.
SwellRT is an Open Source Framework to develop collaborative realtime applications with
richtext editing. Initially, it was developed as an internal component of the P2Pvalue platform.
However, thanks to its reusable design as an API7, it has become a parallel project to develop
any purpose web applications, as well as mobile applications running under Android.
Based on the 
Apache Wave project8 former 
Google Wave  it reuses the underlying technology
to provide the first decentralized realtime open source framework for collaboration9
. It is divided
into two sets of features:

Collaboration features:
●
●
●

Native JavaScript, Java and Android clients.
WebSocket and Longpolling network protocols with autofallback and reconnection
policies.
Realtime collaborative data models, supporting generic maps, lists and text data types.

7

Application Programming Interface
http://incubator.apache.org/wave/
9
Ojanguren, P. TenorioFornés A. Hassan, S. (2015) Awakening Decentralized Realtime Collaboration:
Reengineering Apache Wave into a Generalpurpose Federated & Collaborative Platform  
Distributed
Computing and Artificial Intelligence, 12th International Conference.
8
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●
●
●

Search service to query data models.
Extends Apache Wave’s participation model, by including anonymous users.
It keeps compatibility with the Wave's federation protocol.

Collaborative text editing features:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Richtext: bold, italic, bullets, headers, etc.
Copy/paste and undo.
Text Annotations: applications can mark text chunks programmatically and store them in
the document.
Allows highlighting of other user’s text on realtime.
Change Log history.
Text format extensions and Widgets: the underlying text format can be extended by
applications to store nontext object along with it. Widgets can be developed to render
and control properly these objects within the provided text editor.

References to software assets of this component are listed below:
SwellRT Documentation
A comprehensive documentation about how to use the
framework can be found at the project’s GitHub Wiki (see
Figure 3.2).
This documentation is published under a 
CC BY 3.0
License
.
http://github.com/P2Pvalue/swellrt/wiki
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Figure 3.2 The SwellRT wiki.

SwellRT Source Code
The Source code has been released under an 
Apache
License v2.0
, and it is publicly available at the GitHub
repository (see figure 3.3).
https://github.com/P2Pvalue/swellrt
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Figure 3.3 The SwellRT source code repository.

SwellRT Web Site
As an independent Open Source software project, SwellRT
has its own brand and Web Site. Source code is hosted in
GitHub pages (see figure 3.4)
The logo has been developed by the designer Laura Recio
(
https://aoleindawave.wordpress.com
).
http://swellrt.org
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Figure 3.4 The SwellRT website.

SwellRT Docker package

SwellRT is packaged using Docker, allowing an easy
installation in multiple environments. Developers are able to
install and run SwellRT in their laptop using a single
command. SwellRT.
Docker package is also used for production purposes in the
P2Pvalue infrastructure.

http://hub.docker.com/r/p2pvalue/swellrt/
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SwellRT Docker packages are built as part of the
continuous delivery process (see section 4). Every change
in the software which successfully passes the testing
process, it is automatically available through the
“p2pvalue/swellrt:latest” tag. Besides, 
specific versions are
released (See Figure 3.5)

Figure 3.5 Docker repository page for the SwellRT project.

SwellRT Native Android Client
The original Java/GWT10 code of the Wave client has been
adapted to work on Java/Android platforms. This work
included the replacement of former communications library
to support WebSockets on Android/Java platforms
(Atmosphere/WAsync11).

10
11

Google Web Toolkit. 
http://www.gwtproject.org/
Realtime Client Server Framework for the JVM. 
http://asyncio.org/

https://github.com/P2Pvalue/swellrtandroid
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Angular-SwellRT component
AngularJS12 is the web application framework chosen for the development of the Pear2Pear
app. Among other features, it is popular thanks to its 
twoway data binding13
. This refers to a
process of automatic synchronisation of data in applications following a ModelViewController
architecture. Changes done in the model are automatically propagated through the controller to
the view and vice versa: the changes detected in the view are directly applied to the model.
Twoway data binding is a really convenient feature, but it cannot directly be employed with the
SwellRT Javascript API. This is due to SwellRT having its own indirect way of modifying the
collaborative model values through methods. 
AngularSwellRT 
solves this limitation by providing
an intermediate layer composed by 
proxy objects. These are SwellRT proxies which can be
modified in the view or the model of an AngularJS application applying directly those
modifications to the SwellRT collaborative data model. In this way, the changes are propagated
from SwellRT to the models and views in AngularJS. Hence, the process could be thought as a
threeway data binding
:
SwellRT Collaborative Data Model ↔

AngularJS Model
↔
AngularJS View
AngularSwellRT brings to 
the angular way
the following features:
●
●
●

Collaborative data models composed by maps, lists and strings.
Ready to use collaborative richtext editor.
Avatars generator utility.

AngularSwellRT Source Code
Source code is published under the 
Apache License v2.0
and it is publicly available at the GitHub repository.
Documentation can be also found in the 
README.md file
of the project.

12
13

https://github.com/P2Pvalue/angularswellrt

AngularJS, Superheroic JavaScript MVW Framework. 
https://angularjs.org/
What is twoway data binding. 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13504906/whatistwowaybinding
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Figure 3.6 The AngularSwellRT source code repository.

AngularSwellRT Bower Package
AngularSwellRT is also available through bower.io14 . This
package manager allows other developers to easily
integrate AngularSwellRT into their projects and to keep it
updated when new patches or versions are available. See
figure 3.7

14

http://bower.io/search/?q=angularswellrt

Bower. A package manager for the web. 
http://bower.io/
25
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Figure 3.7 The AngularSwellRT module as a Bower package.
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Gulp-Docker-SwellRT component
Gulp15 is the stateoftheart Javascript building system. The 
GulpDockerSwellRT component
is a Gulp package for easy management of SwellRT Docker instances.
It provides an easy way to manage SwellRT Server instances through Docker to any
Javascriptbased application.. GulpDockerSwellRT is currently used in the Pear2Pear
application.
gulpdockerswellrt Source Code
This component is under a MIT License. The source code
is publicly available along with the documentation at the
GitHub repository.
https://github.com/P2Pvalue/gulpdockers
wellrt

gulpdockerswellrt NPM Package
gulpdockerswellrt is available through npm16, the Node.js
17
package manager. This packaging allows other
developers to easily integrate gulpdockerswellrt into their
projects and to update it when new patches or versions are
available.

https://www.npmjs.com/package/gulpdock
erswellrt/

Gulp. The streaming build system. 
http://gulpjs.com/
npm. Package manager. 
https://www.npmjs.com/
17
Node.js. Eventdriven I/O serverside JavaScript environment based on V8. 
https://nodejs.org/
15
16
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Figure 3.8 gulpdockerswellrt is distributed through npm, the Node.js package manager.
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The Pear2Pear application
The 
Pear2Pear application is the frontend component of the P2Pvalue software platform. As
stated in the project’s DoW, it is a “collective intelligence technosocial federated collaborative
platform that will foster the sustainability of communities of collaborative production”.
The key concept in which the app relies on is Crowd Doing, which was previously described in
section 2 of this chapter.
Pear2Pear is a web responsive18 application that can be used in several devices: from a
desktop, tablet using a browser, to a mobile device using an Android app. It is developed in
HTML5 and Javascript, based on the AngularJS19 framework.
A description of the current functionality of the Pear2Pear app follows:
Users
In general, an user account is required to use the app. No profile information is requested at this
stage in order to facilitate the use to newcomers.
Any registered user (just 
user from now on) can navigate across all the communities and their
Crowd Doing
views.
Anonymous users can access 
Crowd Doing
views only through a provided link.
Regarding projects, two types of users exists: 
project supporters who likes the project to be
developed and 
projects participants
who are working on it.
Only project’s participants can add other users as participants into a project.
MultiCommunity Support
The app supports multiple communities in order to provide future crosscommunity features. A
search view allows both to look up and to create communities (see Figure 3.9).
Communities can be created by any registered user.

18

Approach to web design to provide an optimal viewing and interaction experience—easy reading and
navigation with a minimum of resizing, panning, and scrolling—across a wide range of devices (from
desktop computer monitors to mobile phones).
19
AngularJS, Superheroic JavaScript MVW Framework. 
https://angularjs.org/
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Figure 3.9 Communities and C
rowd Doing
views of the Pear2Pear app.
Crowd Doing
The default section displayed for a community is the 
Crowd Doing
view. It shows the list of
public projects or initiatives in order to be browsed by all users (see figure 3.9). The list allows
users to see at a glance which initiatives are more supported by others, as well as what is the
level of the initiative's needs covered by the community at the moment.
In the detailed view of a project (see figure 3.10) two tabs can be found. The first one is the
information panel
, which displays the main information of the project: a non editable view of
the project’s text pad, and a list of the users participating on it. The second one is the
needs
panel
, in which users can discuss about needs as a first step to work on them.
Projects can be created by any registered user.
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Figure 3.10 Project details from the Crowd Doing view in the Pear2Pear app.

My projects
My project
is the view displaying the projects in which the user is currently working. They can be
private projects, created by the user and shared with others; or public projects, that can be
seen for all users in the 
Crowd Doing
view. Private projects can also be shared individually
using a share link.
An additional view is the list of projects, in which the user can be aware of new changes and
create new ones (see figure 3.11).
Finally, in the detailed project’s view, three spaces to collaborate in the project can be found: the
text pad, supporting realtime editing between multiple users; the needs management; and a
project’s chat, which also shows updates from these previous spaces (see figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.11 Working view of projects in the Pear2Pear app.
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Figure 3.12 Needs and Chat views of a project in the Pear2Pear app.

The assets of the Pear2Pear application are listed in the following table:

Pear2Pear source code
Pear2Pear is released under the 
GNU Affero General
Public License 
and its source code is available in a public
repository at GitHub.

https://github.com/P2Pvalue/pear2pear/
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Pear2Pear Android wrapper app
An Android wrapper app of the Pear2Pear app has being
developed in parallel to the web development. It wraps the
web application and allows the use of mobile specific
functions, such as notifications or calendar integration. It
can be found in the Google Play application marketplace
(see Figure 3.13) and as a selfhosted APK20 file at
http://ingenias.fdi.ucm.es/p2pvalue/Pear2Pear.apk

https://play.google.com/apps/testing/eu.p2p
value.pear2pear

Figure 3.13

20

Application Package File. File format for applications in the Android platform.
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Pear2Pear Brand and UI guidelines

The Pear2Pear logotype and the user interface design
guidelines were developed
by Jorge Dueñas
(@sickmonkeys). It is inspired by the P2Pvalue project
graphic identity. This material is licensed under the 
CC BY
4.0 International
license.

http://is.gd/oKafVw
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Platform Infrastructure
In this section, the set of tools supporting the development and the execution of the P2Pvalue
platform are introduced.
The installation and maintenance of this infrastructure is a relevant part of the work performed.
The aim is to ensure the availability of the latest version of the P2Pvalue platform to users and
stakeholders at anytime. In addition, development tools must allow to deploy new changes
faster but avoiding loss of data and functional misbehaviour.

Continuous Delivery Environment
SwellRT and Pear2Pear components are deployed in a continuous delivery way. When a
change in the source code is committed to the Git21 repository, a set of tests is automatically
run. If these tests are successful, the application is packaged and deployed to the production
environment.
Continuous delivery brings changes to our users in a constant and quick pace. It supports the
agile/lean methodology, allowing to test changes in an fast way and get early feedback on new
features.

Figure 4.1 Process and tools of the P2Pvalue Continuous Delivery Environment.

The continuous delivery environment in place is formed by a set of integrated tools:

21

Git is a free and open source distributed version control system. 
https://gitscm.com/
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Git Repository

A Git repository is set for SwellRT and Pear2Pear software projects. This is a local repository
hosted at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. It is used as base for GitHub and Jenkins
services, the software employed for Continuous Integration.
GitHub mirror

GitHub is the stateoftheart repository hosting service for Free/Libre Open Source Software
development. P2Pvalue uses GitHub as the main point for issues management. It is also
employed as a point of engagement for the community of the developers interested in
participating in the project. Every commit is automatically published from the local Git repository
to the GitHub’s mirror keeping the public repositories synced with application development.
Jenkins

Jenkins22 is an Open Source continuous integration server. P2Pvalue uses it as part of the
continuous delivery process (see figure 4.2). Jenkins constantly inspects for any possible
changes in P2Pvalue repositories. When a new commit is detected, Jenkins runs the set of tests
of the related software tool. If any tests fail, the contributor who made the change is notified, so
the problem can be fixed. On the other hand, if the tests are successful, the software is
packaged and deployed to the production environment. In this way, successful changes in the
code are instantly available to P2Pvalue users.

22

Jenkins. An extensible open source continuous integration server. 
https://jenkinsci.org/
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Figure 4.2 The Jenkins instance of the P2Pvalue continuous delivery environment.
Deployment of services: Docker

Docker23 is a trending open platform for developers and sysadmins to build, ship, run and
distribute applications, whether on laptops, data center VMs, or under a cloud architecture.
Using Docker, services can be easily installed in multiple environments. For example,
developers are able to install and run services in their laptop using a single command. In
particular, it is used to deploy production services of the P2Pvalue platform.
Docker images for both SwellRT and Pear2Pear projects are built and installed as part of the
continuous delivery process, after a change in the software has successfully passed the testing
process.

Distribution of software artifacts

23

Docker, Build, Ship, and Run Any App, Anywhere. 
https://www.docker.com/
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Additional software artifacts provided by the P2Pvalue platform are distributed in order to be
reused by thirdparty projects and developers. Different distribution platforms are used
according to the technology of each artifact:

Artifactory
Repository of Java artifacts: SwellRT server and client
artifacts are distributed here.

https://mvnrepo.p2pvalue.eu/artifactory/

Bower
A package manager and repository for Javascript
components. The AngularSwellRT component is
distributed here.
http://bower.io/search/?q=angularswellrt

Npm (new package manager)
Npm is the Node.js package manager and repository. The
gulpdockerswellrt component is distributed here.

https://www.npmjs.com/package/gulpdock
erswellrt/

Servers and Services
The P2Pvalue Platform uses two different servers, each of one hosting
environments
●
●

the following

Production,in which the applications are hosted publicly for access and usage.
Development
, in which the necessary resources for software development are provided.

Production
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The production environment is hosted in a dedicated server rented to OVH (
http://www.ovh.es
),
an external provider. The server runs Debian GNU/Linux (stable version), and it hosts a set of
production services. The services are described in the table below:

SwellRT  Demo server
This demo instance allows practitioners to try SwellRT
without any installation and configuration burden, using a
ready to use service provided by P2Pvalue (see figure 4.3)
This service is offering the 
latest committed version (this
can include unstable versions) of SwellRT at any moment,
thanks to the Continuous Delivery Process developed using
Docker.

https://demo.swellrt.org/

SwellRT  Pear2Pear server
The dockerized instance of SwellRT used by the Pear2Pear
service.
This service is offering the 
latest stable version of
SwellRT at any moment, thanks to the Continuous Delivery
Process developed using Docker.

https://pear2pearswellrt.p2pvalue.eu/

Pear2Pear application
The deployment of the Pear2Pear Frontend app.
This service is offering the 
latest stable version of
Pear2Pear at any moment thanks to the Continuous
Delivery Process with Docker.

http://p.p2pvalue.eu

The access to these services is secured by HTTPS with a browservalid certificate.
Backups of these services are made daily using the backup space facilitated by OVH. Backups
are kept for 2 months.
Development

The development environment is hosted in a virtual machine on UCM infrastructure. The server
runs Debian GNU/Linux stable and hosts the development services:
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●
●

All continuous delivery services listed before, in particular local Git repositories and the
continuous integration instance of Jenkins.
The Piwik24 web analytics server instance, providing analytics services for the Pear2Pear
application and the SwellRT website. (
https://stats.p2pvalue.eu
).

Figure 4.3 Welcome page of the SwellRT demo instance.

Early Adopters mailing list
The P2Pvalue project, as part of dissemination tasks and others usually meet people who
became interested in the platform’s use and development. These people, along with project
members and those participants from the testbed communities, have been subscribed to the
early adopters mailing list.
The early adopters mailing list is a communication channel for platform related announcements.
It is also a way to generate discussions and to collect feedback from all the stakeholders and
users of the P2Pvalue platform.
It is deployed in the P2Pfoundation servers at 
http://lists.p2pvalue.eu/wws/info/earlyadopters
.
The email list address is 
earlyadopters@lists.p2pvalue.eu
24

Piwik, the leading opensource analytics platform. 
http://piwik.org/
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Conclusions
The P2Pvalue platform has become a reality during this second year. The design of the platform
ensures a friendly adoption of the platform by testbed communities (and CBPP communities in
general), while also provides us with the flexibility required to keep on experimenting and
incorporating new features, based on the findings and insights from work packages WP2 and
WP4.
From a technical point of view, the project is now mature enough to scale on features and users.
Furthermore, the development of the SwellRT collaboration API as a parallel Free/Libre Open
Source project is benefiting the P2Pvalue platform in different ways. For example, since more
people can test and contribute, the underlying platform is being improved more quickly. Finally,
as discussed in this document, the P2Pvalue platform has become more robust in architectural
terms, thanks to a notorious improvement in relation to the decoupling between the backend
and the frontend.
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